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Unit Title: Let’s Play with “Hyakki Yagyo Zu” (The Picture of Night Parade of One Hundred Demons)  

 

Hisae Aoyama 

Samba Elementary School, Onomich-City, Hiroshima, Japan 

 

1. Grade Level: 6  

 

2. Objectives  

Students will: 

・Actively express verbally and visually their personal ideas and emotions about Hyakki Yagyo Zu.  

・Develop an idea to express inspired by Hyakki Yagyo Zu using design elements, such as shapes and 

colors, and composition elements, such as movement.  

・Create a new version of Hyakki Yagyo Zu using design elements, such as shapes and colors, and 

composition elements, such as movement.  

・Discuss ways of expression found in their own and others’ works based on design elements, such as 

shapes and colors, and composition elements, such as movement.  

 

3. Unit Plan (8 Class Periods)  

Time Learning Activities 

Stage 1: Lesson 1 1. Observe and discuss Hyakki Yagyo Zu in the Kousanji Museum 

Stage 2: Lessons 2, 3, 

4, 5 and 6 

1. Create original monsters based on the students’ personal ideas and emotions 

(Lesson 2)  

2. Design new versions of Hyakki Yagyo Zu with the theme “monsters 

enjoying the festival”(Lesson 3) 

3. Create part of the new version of Hyakki Yagyo Zu in a group that devise 

ways of expression using shapes, colors, and movement (Lessons 4, 5, and 

6)  

Stage 3: Lesson 7 1. Discuss and appreciate the new version of Hyakki Yagyo Zu 

Stage 4: Lesson 8 1. Observe and discuss Hyakki Yagyo Zu for a second time in the classroom 

and at the Kousanji Museum and share with others what is newly found 

about the work 

 

4. Sample Lesson (Lesson 8)  

4-1. Lesson Objective 

・Students will discuss what is newly found about Hyakki Yagyo Zu after making a new version of the 

work.  

 

4-2. Materials 

Worksheets, pencils, a copy of Hyakki Yagyo Zu  
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4-3. Lesson Activities  

Learning Activities Teacher’s Instruction and Support 

 

1. Understand the Lesson objective   

 

・Understand how to appreciate the 

artwork based on design elements 

and composition, such as shape, 

color, and movement 

・Help students have a perspective on today’s lesson in which 

they discuss what is newly found in Hyakki Yagyo Zu after 

making a new version 

 

 

 

2. Clarify what to discuss Hyakki 

Yagyo Zu  

 

 

3. Exchange ideas and feelings with 

others 

 

・ Exchange personal ideas and 

feelings with others about Hyakki 

Yagyo Zu based on design elements 

and composition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Sum up the lesson 

 

・Reflect together on the things that 

the students learned in the lesson  

 

・Sum up what students learned about Hyakki Yagyo Zu in the 

previous lessons.  

 

 

・Help students observe and discuss ways of expression in 

Hyakki Yagyo Zu based on design elements and composition 

 

・Display a copy of the original Hyakki Yagyo Zu and a new 

version on the panels and walls so that students can 

effectively see them  

 

・Ask students to find excellent points about a new version of 

Hyakki Yagyo Zu 

 

・Have students compare and contrast the original Hyakki 

Yagyo Zu to a new version  

 

・Have students understand ideas and emotions expressed in 

Hyakki Ygyo Zu and the devices used to express them with 

design elements and composition 

 

・Have students think about how it is beneficial to discuss and 

create art with others to broaden and deepen one’s way of 

expression 

  

 

Objective: Let’s discuss based on shape, color, and movement 

what is newly found about Hyakki Yagyo Zu!  


